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Abstract— Now-a-days, video plays an important role to understand the information to people more
clearly and to gain deep knowledge and some of its examples are the song, movies or the video lectures.
Certain Individuals cannot understand the meaning of such videos because there is not any text
transcription available. Hence, it is important to make videos available for people having auditory
problem and people who don’t have the deep knowledge of English language and also to remove the
gaps of their native language, which can be done by using Subtitles of the videos. Earlier, people need to
download subtitles of any video from internet which is very problematic. Hence, generating subtitles
automatically without any use of internet is very interesting subject to research. This paper include the
same concept with three important steps namely Audio Extraction, Speech Recognition and finally,
Subtitle Generation.
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I.INTRODUCTION
Today, the use of subtitles is very important for understanding videos. It is very helpful for
people who are deaf, who have reading and literacy problems also to those who are learning to read[4].
By providing subtitles, helps the people to understand the speech and auditory components of the visual,
which leads to a valid subject of research in the Automatic Subtitle Generation field. However, manually
creation of Subtitles is a very long and boring activity which requires an extensive presence of user is
essential. This paper includes the user a major benefit of not to download the subtitles from the internet
instead it provide a deep information about generating Subtitles Automatically.
At present, in VLC (Video LAN Client) media player the subtitles must have to be inserted first
to media player then it synchronized with the song. The inserted file contains .srt file which contains the
time intervals of text spoken in the given input file instead of .txt file which do not contain the time
intervals of the spoken words. While YouTube accepts both .txt file and .srt file for synchronization [1].
Various studies have been done to accomplish each module of the project but by using Speech
Recognition Generation of Subtitles have not been developed which is our main motive. HMM (Hidden
Markov Model) is used for Speech Recognition which calculates probability of occurrence of words by
using Language model and the Acoustic [3]. This paper describes the techniques to Generate Subtitles
Automatically with detailed description of three modules namely, Audio Extraction, converts an input
file supported by MPEG standards to .wav format, Speech Recognition of extracted .wav file is
implemented and finally, Subtitle Generation in which a .txt/.srt file is generated which is synchronized
with the given input file
II.LITERATURE SURVEY
In 2007, Automatic Video Classification paper was published by Darin Brezeale and Diane
J.Cook, Senior member IEEE includes, some features from three modalities such as Text, Audio and
Visual which is combination of features and classification. This paper gives brief explanation about
general features and summarize the research in this area.[5]
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The Structured Discriminative Models for Speech Recognition by Mark Gales and Eric FoslerLussier Senior Members, IEEE includes detailed description of Structured Discriminative Models for
Recognition of Speech. The model handle Variable- Length Observations and Word (sub-sentence)
sequences which is generally used for task processing in natural language which not required account
for segmentation and it is introduced for ASR. Model parameters are tied together and robustly
estimated by using Segmentation of the sentence.[6]
Hidden Markov Model for Speech Recognition by D.B.Paul, the model gives stochastic from
which is flexible but rigorous to build the system. It also provide the training algorithm for estimating
the parameters of the model which is computationally efficient. Some improvements are needed such as
speaker-dependent and speaker independent in continuous speech recognition. During this research, the
model is not give the good performance on current 1000 words vocabulary with the available
technologies that time.[7]
In previous system manual method is used to create subtitle by using voice recognition software,
which dictate subtitle to a given text file without considering the time specification gives number of
subtitle and subtitle. Afterwards text file is being save and open file in text editor. Save the text file with
“.SRT” file extension by formatting each subtitle in four fine format. To drag and drop subtitle into
timeline of video by using a caption and subtitling tool along with Graphic user interface, such as
InqScribe or Viddler Aegisub. For every subtitle in time after applying start and stop controls, the
location of each entry and proper format of time specification are recorded to the SRT file. “.SRT” file
stands for “SubRip Text file”, contains simple formatted text data which eas first written in france. The
start and end time are written in “hours:minutes:seconds:miliseconds” format.
III.PROPOSED SYSTEM
A. Proposed System Architecture:

Figure 1: Proposed System Architecture.

Diagram given above shows the system architecture of Generating Subtitle Automatically for
Sound in Videos in which a Media file either Audio or Video is given as input to system. Track of
Audio is extracted and chunk is read line by line until the end of track is reached. For successful
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processing three tasks are going on as Speech Recognition, Time Synchronization and Subtitle
Generation which finally generate a file as output.
B. Framework
Three distinct modules have been defined as, Audio Extraction, Speech Recognition and Subtitle
Generation which take a video file as a input and generate subtitle file as output.
1) Audio Extraction:
Audio extraction model is expected to return a suitable audio format that used by the speech
recognition module as pertinent material. List of video and audio formats must be handle by it and verify
file given as input which can evaluate the extraction feasibility.
2) Speech Recognition:It is the key part of the system which affects directly to performance and results evaluation. After
identification of input file then, if the type is provided, an appropriate processing method is chosen
otherwise, the routine uses a default configuration.
1) File type is specified like WMV, AVI, MP4.
2) After type specification, appropriate method is chosen.
3) If that is not specified default configuration is accessed.
4) Modern Speech recognition system is based on Hidden Markov Model(HMMs) Algorithm.
3) Subtitle Generation:Multiple chunks of text corresponding to utterances limited by silences and their respective start and
end times create and write in a file.
1) We get a list of words and their respective speech time from speech recognition module.
2) After that to produce a SRT subtitle file.
3) Module checks for list of words and use silence utterances as delamination for consecutive
sentences.
C. Proposed System Algorithm
a) Audio Extraction:
1) Input:- Takes a Video File
2) Procedure:- Checks the file content, creates a list of separated tracks composing the initial
media file. Here audio will be extracted from media file i.e. from video.
3) Output:- Get an Audio File
b) Speech Recognition:1) Input:- An Audio File
2) Procedure:- Though a line tool audio file which we have created it will be a output to google
API which is used to generate text. This required Internet connection.
3) Output:- The Recognized speech(list of words).
c) Subtitle Generation:1) Input:- Give the List of words and their respective speech time.
2) Procedure:- The text which will be generate in chrome browser will be saved in a file “.text”.
3) Output:- Generate the SRT subtitle file.
d) Time Synchronization:1) Input:- The List of Words.
2) Procedure:- It makes synchronization between spoken audio and generated subtitle file.
3) Output:- The List of words and their respective speech time.
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a way to generate Subtitle automatically which includes three
modules as Audio Extraction audio is extracted into .wav file format from given input video. The
average size of input file taken is reduced up to 10MB to 12MB after Extraction. The average bitrate
input before extraction that reduces after extraction. In Speech Recognition, the extracted .wav audio file
is decoded. Text of song is recognized using the Acoustic model which shows the occurrences of words
and .srt file is generated which contains the text of input file.
In the World of Internet, it is essential to give each individual the right t understand any media
content. The Internet has known as multiplication based on videos used by many websites which are
rarely available.
This paper contains the concept of Automatic Subtitle Generation is explained in details as it
includes the completion of 70-75% of the project with Audio Extraction and Speech Recognition. We
are now working on the last and final module of the project which is Automatic Subtitle Generation
which is the further work that could be realized to enhance the concept.
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